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 T series) For Samsung dvd player as per the base of the information provided by bb multi unlocker key v15.0 software tool. *Use the program and see if it unlocks the product. If the unlock is successful * After unlocking the product, update the software with the updated version * If the software is still not working, contact us again through our information form. *If the product is unlocked using this
software then we will provide the data in the form of unlock code and/or vlid for the whole life of the product. * We will not provide any product changes or modifications. All shipping and processing will be done by us. * We will have to buy the product from you in a normal way. *We will never use any form of post office to ship and process any of the products. *The Unlocking Process of the

product would be in our end and there will be no way we can be asked to provide any shipping address other than yours to ship the product to you. *We will not store any of the items in a separate place before shipping it. *The item that is shipped is original product. We will not ship any product that is not the original one. * The items that are shipped are securely packed to avoid any damages before it
arrives at your address. *The items that are shipped are carefully packed in a box. *The items that are shipped are carefully packed in a box and should not be opened for the first time when they arrive at your address. *The items that are shipped will reach you within 2 to 3 business days. *The items that are shipped will reach you within 1 to 2 weeks. *The items that are shipped will reach you within

5 to 7 working days. * The items that are shipped will reach you within 2 to 3 working days. *The items that are shipped will reach you within 3 to 5 working days. *The items that are shipped will reach you within 2 to 3 working days. *The items that are shipped will reach you within 7 to 10 working days. *The items that are shipped will reach you within 2 82157476af
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